Monday, February 21st through Sunday, February 27th, 2022
Guardians at the Gates of the Underworld
Welcome to the Dailies, insights for your daily ride. I'm Ari and this reading is for Monday, February 21st through Sunday, February 27th, 2022. I'm going to switch it up this week and read from the Wild Wood Tarot by Mark Ryan, John Matthews, and Will Worthington. 
This deck was a Winter gift from my husband Jason, and this will be my first official reading with the deck. I've chosen to employ the Wildwood deck this week because I'm really seeking forest Wisdom, and this deck beckoned me to read it. Bear in mind that I'm an intuitive reader. The cards assist me in my visions, and I do not use the creator's definitions verbatim. I'm also going to do one card for each day of the week, instead of my usual 3 cards.     
Monday the 21st- The Stag. Judgment, responsibility, and integrity. The stag is an important symbol to me, as I consider it to be the forest king. It is the protector of the natural paths and guardian of the secrets within. Pure heart and intentions are the keys to the inner secrets of the forest, and one cannot hide their true intent. Connection and loyalty, exist in the stag. Swiftness and a keen sense of listening are highlighted. Use your wits, be true to yourself, and really feel the vibrations around you today.   
Tuesday the 22nd- Hawk: Knight of Arrows. Clear vision, alertness, a change in perception. Hawk has a keen sense of sight and is quick to zero in on what it wants. It is predatory, but cautious,  meaning it takes what it requires and does so skillfully. As a knight card, it implies that there are things that must be dealt with assertively today. situations also require taking a closer look. As an arrow card, it is of the air and wind, as the swords in the traditional tarot. This is a card of the mind. Knowledge, skills, and swiftness are highlighted. The time for careful listening and strategy is in the field and on the table.         
Wednesday the 23rd- 10 of Arrows. Education and communication. The 10 is a number of completion, education, and preparation. As an air card, we are again called to use our skills, keep an open mind, and open ourselves to new learning experiences.   
Thursday the 24th- The World Tree in reverse. This card is indicating the end of a journey or cycle. Being reversed, the backside of the tree being the tree of death, the kellipot, the kingdom of shells, and the Qliphoth. It indicates that strong forces appear to be in opposition, and in many regards, are...however, these forces blow open the gates of wisdom, where the shadow and ghosts and monsters in our own mind have stories to tell and lessons to be learned. The primal forces of creation are within the tree. As reversed, we are hung upside down upon it, viewing the roots and the underworld for the secrets that lie beneath. This card indicates that today is a day of great change, requiring us to find the courage to face our innermost fears, to find truth and wisdom.      
Friday the 25th- The Great Bear in reverse. Bear is a guardian of the sky and underworld. It is a great teacher and stands open-mouthed at the gates to the underworld or our innermost shadow. Bear guards the turquoise heart of the Earth, in the crystal box of balance. Healing, rebirth, reminders, renewals are all indicated by the bear. Shifting of consciousness, deep spiritual meaning, and ancestral communication are strong Bear energies. It speaks of cycles, the laws of return, and that we learn from what we have done. Awareness is highlighted. Strong or militant actions are afoot. Be strong. Be prepared. Know thyself.    
Saturday the 26th- Sun of Life in reverse. The sun is the giver and sustainer of life. It gives light to see, and warmth to heal and grow. It is illumination, awareness, strength, virtue, and potential. Reversed is a strong indicator that something is pulling us away from comfort and insight, and the illumination and life-giving forces have become obscured. Reversed is the sun in shadow, meaning that situations and current events may make it difficult to see clearly. As with any eclipse, the darkness passes, and in its wake perhaps we will have a better understanding or picture of our environment. Don't be overtaken by gossip or rumors today. Keep a level head.  
Sunday the 27th-The Forest Lovers Reversed. The Lovers Reversed indicates domination and imbalance instead of partnerships, and cruelty instead of compassion. Greed and selfishness are afoot today, so move wisely. 
Summary: Considering the amount of Major Arcana this week looks like there are many outside forces and factors at play. With the number of reversals and air cards, gossip and rumors, especially in the media seem very to be very strong. Arrows depict goals and direction, and the cards are implying that we need to trust ourselves and our inner knowing and instincts and that we should look for our truth when faced with the dark forest, keeping our wits about us, and move with intelligence. Be compassionate but not be a doormat. We must be alert and aware and listen carefully to our surroundings. We must remember what we have learned, have a focus on what we are learning, and courageously face the truth within our own shadow.      
I'm Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn, and this has been...The Dailies. 
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